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ABSTRACT

A computeraided design tool,MaskAnalysis Systemby Computer(MASC), has
been developed to automatically generate design graphs of user specified image quality
measurements over one-dimensional cut lines and two-dimensional mask areas as a func
tion of both optical systemand mask layoutvariables. MASCis intended to serve as a tool
to assist layout designers in determining design rules for phase-shiftmasks and in examin
ing the printability of masklevels or combinations of masklevels. Several examples of
analyses performed usingMASC on phase-shift masks arepresented. In addition, SPLAT
has been extended to include lens filtering effects, and MASC is used to investigate the
parameters of a spatial filter introduced by Hitachi which uses twofocal points to extend
the depth of focus.

The results from our analyses of phase-shiftmasks indicate that for dark field
masks with isolated spaces andLevensonarrays of spaces,a shrink of the mask combined
with a bloatof open areas shows promise as a means of designingphase-shiftmasks if one
is willingto sacrifice the area between lightregions. Resultsobtainedby examiningsev
eral typical maskpatterns showthatan overall shrink of the maskdoes not requirespecial
design rules for each typeof feature, but betterscaling couldresultby appropriately devel
opingnewrules for different patterns. A probe of phase transitions indicates that a phase
transitionof 0.6 VNA is the optimumlength to achievethe highest intensity throughout
thephase transition region. A new mask pattern forcontact chains is demonstrated to have
a highintensity slope for a pitch of 1.2X/NA andbelow. Examination of a phase-shift
DRAMlayout shows that it is not as sensitive to alignment as mightbe expectedby exam
ination of the mask itself. The linewidth control of the DRAM can be improved by modi
fying non-critical areas suchas thepassing Poly line. Therelationship between two
parameters in theHitachi spatial filter function is determined to be 0=271(3, andthis rela
tionship is used to showthat a 25%improvement in depth of focus requires at least a fac
tor of 5 reduction in the clear field intensity while 100% improvement requires a factor of
10 reduction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of Non-Conventional Optical Lithography

Device scaling has placed evergreater demands onoptical lithography which necessitates

the simulation of aerial images and three-dimensional resist profiles to understand the trade-offs

involved in new mask, illumination, andresisttechniques. The traditional means of reducing the

linewidth has been to buy new steppers which typically operate atlowerwavelengths and higher

numerical apertures. There are problems with boththese approaches. Movement to lower wave

lengths requires the development ofreliable light sources andlenses at those frequencies. In addi

tion, new photoresist andmask technologies are needed. These problemshave renewed interestin

non-conventional techniques which can be applied to existing steppers and extend the ultimate

limits of optical lithography as well.

One of these techniques arose out of the work of Mark Levenson at IBM. Levenson sug

gested that a phase-shift mask would causethe spill-overbetween features to subtractand provide

the means to print much smaller features on existing lithography equipment.[l] Another tech

nique, known as spatial filtering, is an even older technology than phase-shift masks; it was used

in photography in the early 1950's.[2] Recently,researchers at Hitachi have incorporated spatial

filters into their lithography simulation programs. By choosing a special class of filter functions,

they were able to increasethe depth of focus.[3] Such a techniquewould be useful in systems with

a low depth of focus resulting from the use of anobjective lens with a high numericalaperture. A

third related idea is the use of modified illumination to emphasize small features. [4]

All of these techniques show promise for extending optical lithography, and decisions must

be maderegarding which ones to pursue for the next generation of devices. Of course,each

method offers many options which have different costs for tooling and mask making. For exam

ple, the decision to use phase anglesother than 180degrees in phase-shift masks increasesmask

costs. The decision is particularly complex because all of these techniques have the common lim-



itation that they do not affect all features in the same manner.While experimentation is viewed as

the ultimate means of verification, it is far too slow and expensive to examine every alternative.

On the other hand, simulation programs such as SPLAT (Simulation of Projection Lens Aberra

tions via TCCs) can generatemask pattern images in a few seconds. Coupling these image simu

lation programs with post processors to extractmeasures of image quality can provide aneffective

means of evaluating these technologies.

Based on this need, a number of mask analysisanddesign systems arebeginning to emerge.

Initial work by K.K.H. Tohwas directed towards thedevelopment of SPLAT, a fast androbust

optical aerial image simulation program.[5] Further work ledto thedevelopment of an analysis

program which could run SPLAT for several iterations and extract pertinent information from the

image cut lines. [6] Industrial versions of SPLAT have been developed leading to products such as

DEPICT-2™, TMA's lithography simulation software.[7] In addition, researchers at AT&T and

IBM have started developing other automated approaches for assessing technology issues.[8] [9]

The work presented in this thesis generalizes these existing approaches by implementing a

computer aided design tool to automatically generate design graphs of userspecified image qual

ity measurements over two-dimensional maskareas as a function ofbothoptical system and mask

layoutparameters. The extracted measurements canbe made along one-dimensional cutlines

through the mask, over the entiremask, or betweenmask levels. In addition, this thesisreports on

the capabilityto include lens filtering effects in the SPLAT simulation program. This new system

is called Mask Analysis System by Computer (MASC). The program is intended to assist layout

designers in deciding upon design rules anddetermining the printability of aparticular mask level

or combination of mask levels which form a given device.[10][ll] Mask patterns from the OCT/

VEM/RPC CAD tools can be linked to MASC via the PROSE Technology CAD environ

ment.^] A graphical user interface and additional data extractionmethods can easily be added.

A number of technology issues of currentinterest can be efficiently addressedwith MASC.

For example, through a shrink analysis, patterns which commonly occur on masks are used to

examine the scalability of various feature types under the same design rules. Phase transitions,



which are vital for clear field mask patterns, are investigated to examine how the transition length

is affected by scaling. Finally, a shrink and bloat analysis methodis applied to a new contact pat

tern, Merged Outrigger Alternating Contact String (MOACS), to show its improved characteris

tics when compared to Levenson contacts.

The critical dimension of the aerial image fora feature, such as a polysiliconline, changes

due to both imaging and layout effects as it jogs, for example, around contacts. The associated

mask which defines the active area, such asa trenchmask, also printsdifferently than it appears

on thelayout. As aresult, comparisons of theimages of thetwomasklevels under various condi

tions such as defocus and misalignmentmust be made to assess the processtolerance of the gate

width. Layoutdesigners may also wish to resize non-critical features andintroduce phase-shifted

non-printing bands to improve the process latitude of critical regions.

Chapter 2 describes the architecture and important features of MASC andrelates them to

commands issuedby the user. The first four sections of Chapter 3 describe some analysis exam

ples using thecutlineanalysis methods. Layout patterns are presented for determining basic rules

for phase-shift masks. Patterns which commonly occur onmasks are usedto examine the scalabil

ity of various feature typesunder the same design rules. Since phase transitions are vital for clear

field maskpatterns, 90 and 60-120 degree phase-shift regions are investigated to examine how the

transition length is affected by scaling. The printability of contacts is vitalto any phase mask tech

nology, so a shrink and bloat concept is applied to Levenson contacts, anda Merged Outrigger

Alternating Contact String (MOACS) is shown to combat the defocus problem at the endof con

tact chains.The final section of the chapter describes a two-dimensional analysis example in

which a simplifiedDRAM layout is analyzed formisalignment tolerance andmodified for greater

process latitude. Chapter 4 describes theaddition of spatial filtering to SPLATandpresents design

graphs which showthe trade-offs madeto obtain the depth of focus increases. Forexample,when

the Hitachi spatial filter is used to printcontacts, the depth of focus is increased at the expense of

a decrease in the clear field intensity and an increase in the side lobe intensity.



Chapter 2

Mask Analysis System by Computer (MASC)

2.1 Overview of MASC

The purpose of MASC is to automatically generate design graphs of userspecified image

quality measurements across one-dimensional cutlinesandovertwo-dimensional mask areas as a

function ofbothoptical system andmasklayout parameters. The design graphs extracted fromcut

lines canbe used to represent trade-offs in imagequality, so ausercanthen applycriteria suitedto

a specified process for determining new design rules appropriate to phase-shifting. Other design

graphs takenover the entire two-dimensional mask area canbe utilized to determine the printabil

ity of a particular mask level or combination of mask levels which form a device. The implemen

tation ofMASC is presented from several points of view. First, an architectural view considers the

organization and capabilities of theprogram. Second, theuser viewrelates the program features to

the actual commands used in running MASC. Third, the implementation view explains some pro

gramming details. Further specifics on the operation of the program are given in the userguide in

Appendix A.

2.2 Architectural View

The block diagram of MASC is in Fig. 2.1 on the following page. This diagram consists of

four mainblocks, aninput block, two outputblocks, and a processing block. In the inputblock,

the mask definition, projection printer parameters, andmask operations are specifiedwhile in the

outputblocks, the results are writtento disk. The organization of the process block allows for two

main pathswhich results in the singleandmultivariable iteration schemesindicated on Fig. 2.1.

The modules are SPLAT, ID and 2D data extraction, and the depth of focus calculation. The

blocks labeled modification of mask or projection system are partof the single or multivariable

integration schemes, so they areexplained in that section. SPLAT is an separate optical lithogra

phy image simulation program.[5] The data extraction consists of measuring a variety of image
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characteristics on one-dimensional cut lines and two-dimensional contours. The depth of focus

calculation is used to find the depth of focus of an image.

2.2.1 Mask and Projection Printer Variables

In the inputblock,MASC reads themaskgeometry, projection printer parameters, and oper

ations on the mask and printer variables. The projection printer parameters include partial coher

ence(a), numerical aperture (NA), wavelength (X), defocus, and lens aberrations. An operation

on one of these parameters consistsof simply increasing it. Forthis reason, all parameters are set

up as variables, thus, allowing their values to bechanged after each iteration. Similarly, mask

operations permit individual boxes to bemodified in avariety of ways. Fig. 2.2 has examples of

the shrink, bloat, and move operations onaparticular mask. These operations arise from the sim

plemodification of oneormore numbers which describe theboxes that makeup themask. For

instance, a shrinkmultiplies all numbers describing the mask by a constant shrink factor which

results in a global scaling of themask. A bloat allows open areas to be stretched attheexpense of

dark regions in order to increase the lightintensity. Finally, amove pushes features closer

together. These particular operations are mainly useful for studying phase-shifting masks.

2.2.2 Single and Multivariable Iteration Schemes

Before looking at the specifics of eachmodule in the process block, the two iteration

schemes, which represent the two major paths through theblock diagram, are discussed. The sin

gle variable iteration scheme uses onlythe inner loop onthe block diagram of Fig. 2.1. The first

step, as discussed above, consists of reading in thearbitrary maskpattern, the projection printer

parameters, and themaskorprojection system variables which will be modified after each itera

tion. In the second step, SPLAT, anoptical lithography aerial image simulation program, is called

to calculate the image intensity due to the pattern andproduce the cut line plots through selected

areas of the mask andacontour plotof theentire image. In the third step, the ID data extraction

algorithm finds the performance information from thecutlines whilethe2D data extraction func

tions calculate performance criteria from thecontour plot. In the fourth step, the mask orprojec-
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Figure2.2 The analysis methods of shrinking, bloating and moving.

tion system is modified according to the variables specified in the input. The loop continues by

either following the single variable iteration path back to SPLAT, or it ends by writing the results

requested by the user.

In the multivariable iteration scheme, both the inner loop and the outer loop are executed;

thus, MASC can perform a multivariable analysis in which theparameter space of two variables is

examined. During a multivariable iteration, two variables, varl and var2, are designated as chang

ing. The inner loop consists of the same path discussed for the single iteration scheme with varl

being used as the single variable. However, insteadof writing the output design graphs and exit

ing, the multivariable analysis enters the outer loop in which varl is reset and var2 is modified.

The process continues until the entire parameter space is covered. Another feature of the multi-

variable analysis is that the extracted image measurements can be combined to yield an objective

function. For example, one could plot numerical aperture in the x-direction, wavelength in the y-



direction and have an objective function of 0.5 * depth of focus +0.5 * contrast in thez-direction.

In this way, themaximum in the parameter space would beacombination of two measurements,

depth of focus andcontrast, rather thaneitherone alone.

2.2.3 Data Extraction

As discussed above, the single and multivariable iteration schemes require measurements of

thevital imagecriteria from the SPLAToutputfiles. MASC performs both ID and2Ddata extrac

tion.The ID data extraction obtains the important imagecriteria from the SPLAT cut line plots.

The linewidth, spacewidth, intensity slope, log slope, maximumintensity, minimumintensity,

userspecified intensity, contrast, and worst case contrast are calculated. The 2D data extraction

alsomakes image measurements, but insteadof using cut lines, it extracts data from one or more

SPLAT contourplots.There are two basicextraction algorithms. The first algorithm calculates the

intensity slopeandlog slopeatevery pointalong the iso-intensity curves in the contour image.

The second algorithm finds the intersection of the iso-intensitycurves of two masks andreturns

the ones within a user specifiedlinewidth analysis box. Both routines then record the slope along

the curves and calculate the minimum, maximum, and average slope. If only two curves are in the

data set, the minimum linewidth is also determined.

2.2.3.1 ID Data Extraction

As discussed above, both iteration schemes require measurements of vital image criteria

from the SPLAT output files. The ID data extraction is used to obtain the important image analy

sis information from the SPLAT cut line plots. Using a specific example, Fig. 2.3 illustrates the

important measurements that are taken from the cut line plots. The linewidth and spacewidth are

defined as the distance between equi-intensity levels, and the intensity slope is defined as the

slope at each equi-intensity point on the cut line. The log slope is then calculated by dividing the

intensity slope by the intensity level. These measurements are shown in Fig. 2.3c for the 0.3 inten

sity level, but they are actually taken at 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5, and 0.6 intensity levels. Fig. 2.3d

indicates the other image quality measurements: maximum intensity, minimum intensity, user
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specified intensity, and worst case contrast. The maximum and minimum intensity are the largest

and smallest intensity values across the cutlines. These values are used tocalculate con

trast |-^—— \ The user specified intensity is an intensity value recorded at alocation that
V max min J

was specified by the user. The worst case contrast isdefined as the contrast between auser speci

fied intensity and the largest minimum located at most 1.2 VNA away (for 0.8 A./NA space-

widths).

2.2.3.2 2D Data Extraction

The first algorithm for 2Ddata extraction calculates the slope along the0.3 iso-intensity

curves of thecontour image. Fig. 2.4 summarizes themethod. The 3D surface data, which makes

uptheSPLAT image, consists of z-values of the 3D surface arranged onarectangular grid. Fig.

2.4aillustrates this format, where the dots represent arbitrary z-values. The intensity slopeis cal

culated atevery z-value in the image by using a5-point operator. The five points consist of the

point where the slope is desired and its four nearest neighbors. As shown in Fig. 2.4a, these five

points comprise 4 triangles. Since a triangle uniquely defines a plane, theunitnormal to each of

these triangles can be calculated. Once the unit normal is found, the gradient vector canbe deter

mined andits magnitude gives the maximum slope of the triangle. By averaging the slopes of the

four triangles, the intensity slopeat the central pointis estimated. After applyingthe 5-pointoper

ator to all points in the image, the Contour program is usedto find all the curves which comprise

the 0.3 intensity level.[13] Fig. 2.4b shows an example of these curves; they were extracted from

the Poly layerof the DRAM layout above. In Fig. 2.4c, a 2D interpolation scheme is used to esti

mate the slope at all pointson the curves. P is the location at which the slopemust be estimated,

andCI through C4 are the nearest points in the rectangular grid ofFig. 2.4a. The sum of the dis

tances from P to CI through C4 is given in Equation 1 whered is the total distance anddl through

d4 are the distances from P to CI through C4 respectively. Equation 2 is the weighted average or

d = dl+d2 + d3 + d4 (EQ 1)

10
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2D linear interpolation of the slope. The subscript sdenotes the intensity slope at the point. Once

thisinformation is known, all the intensity slope values along the curve aswell as the maximum,

minimum, andaverage slopes are recorded. The log slope is calculated from the slope measure

ments by dividing by the intensity.

The second algorithm finds the intersection of theiso-intensity curves of two masks and

returns theones within auser specified linewidth analysis box. The algorithm utilizes amethod of

determining whether apoint is inside oroutside apolygon. This method is illustrated in Fig. 2.5a.

The ideais to draw a segment from the point in the polygon to infinity. If this segment intersects

anodd numberof edges on the polygon,then the pointis inside the polygon. If there are aneven

numberof intersections, the point is outside. This methodis applied to the intersection of the two

mask layers shown in Fig. 2.5b.The algorithm finds the sections of the Poly curveswhich are out

side the trenchbut inside the linewidth analysis box. The curvesresulting from this intersection

are shown in Fig. 2.5c.Using the slopecalculation above, the slopealong the extracted curves is

recorded along with the maximum, minimum, and average slope. In addition, if only two curves

are extracted, the minimum distance between them is calculated.

2.2.4 Depth of Focus Calculation

After the data extraction, MASC can execute a depth of focus calculation. However, finding

the depth of focus can significantly prolong the run time, so it is calculated only if the user

requests the information. The depth of focus is found using such variables as intensity slope at the

0.3 intensity level, contrast, or maximum intensity. Defocus typically degrades all of these vari

ables, and the depth of focus is defined as the defocus level at which the given variable is

degraded by a specified amount. In MASC, the depth of focus is determined using an algorithm

described in the pseudo-code in Table 1. SPLAT is initially run to determine the base value for the

particularvariable which will be used for the defocus calculation. This is called "base_variable"

12
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inthe pseudo-code. The change in a variable with increasing defocus can now be referenced to

this value todetermine itsdegradation. The user specifies the maximum acceptable degradation;

this variable is called "change" in the code. After the setup run, the defocus is incremented until

the degradation inthe variable isgreater than "change". Then, using the bounds onthe defocus as

determined above, a binary search is performed to find thedepth of focus more precisely.

Table 1: Pseudo-Code for Depth of Focus Calculation

Depth_of_Focus();
{

RunJSplat (base_variable);
defocus = 0;
defocus_variable = base_variable;
while ((base_variable - defocus_variable) / base_variable) < change do {

Run_Splat (defocus_variable, defocus++);
}
Binary_Search(0.0,defocus);

}

Binary_Search(defocus_min,defocus_max);
{

defocus = (defocus_min + defocus_max) / 2.0;
Run_Splat (defocusjvariable); /* SPLAT uses defocuswhenrun */
if ((base_variable - defocus_variable) / base_variable) = change +- error

return defocus

else {
if ((base_variable - defocus_variable) / base_variable) > change {

defocus_max = defocus;
return Binary_Search(defocus_min,defocus_max);

}
else {

defocus_min = defocus;
return Binary_Search(defocus_min,defocus_max);

}

}
}

14



2.3 User View

Theusermustorganize three basic units: thetool, themaskgeometry, andthedesign task,to

specify the execution of the options discussed above. First, the printer variables are listed in the

toolunit. Second, the maskgeometry andthemodification of its parameters are specified in the

mask geometry unit. Third, thesingle and multivariable iteration scheme, thedataextraction, and

thedepth of focus calculation are entered in thedesign taskunit. The actualfile inputs use a com

mand file to specify thetoolandthedesign tasks while a separate geometry file contains themask

geometry. Specific examples and all commands are listedin Appendix A.

The tool is specified by issuing commands which set up theprojection printervariables and

indicate howto modify themaftereach iteration. Thecommands are similarto thoseusedby

SPLAT, such as lambda and na. A recent addition to SPLAT allows the use of a Hitachi spatial

filter (see Appendix B); the variables associated withthis function are indicated usingthe com

mand, hitachispf.

Themaskgeometry is established in thegeometry file. Using thearea,B, andT commands,

the user can indicate the area of the mask and the location and size of boxes and triangles. In addi

tion, severalparameters denote how the maskis changedaftereach iteration.For example, the

edgesof every box can be movedto achieve a shrink or bloat. To shrinkthe entire maskby a

given factor, theshrink_factorcommand is included in thecommand file. The numbers describ

ing the maskare nominally in CIF units. The value of 1 OF unit is determined by the cif_scale

command. All numbers associated with the geometry are divided by the scale factor before being

sent to SPLAT. Thus, if the scale is 50,1 CIF unit corresponds to 0.02 um.

Toaccomplish a designtask,additional commands are includedin the command file. These

commands can be organizedinto three parts. In the firstpart, the iteration method is indicated.By

default, MASC uses the single variable iteration scheme.The iterations command specifies the

number of times to execute the inner loop. However, if a multivariable iteration is desired, the

multi_yariable commandis used.The multivariable analysis automatically executes the outer

loop the same number of times as the inner loop. The second part details the data extraction

15



options. The ID cutlinemeasurements are made bydefault, butcutlines through theimage must

be listed by using the cutline command. Any number of outlines can be entered. The contou-

ranalysis and intersection commands are used to instructMASCto extract the 2D image mea

surements. In addition, a depth of focus calculation can be requestedby utilizing the

depth_of_focus command. Thethird partconsists of the plotting commands. Plotting any ID or

2Dmeasurement for a singlevariable analysis canbe accomplished usingthe plot command. Any

number of plot commands can be defined. For themultivariable analysis, theweight_function

command is used. This command allows formulationof an objective function for the contour plot.

Any extracted variable from the ID or 2Dmeasurements may beusedin theweight_function

command. By including several of these statements in the command file, an objective function of

many measurements can be produced. Again, thedetails of these commands are located in

Appendix A.

The actual indication of which variable to modify during a design task is implicit for a single

variableiteration and explicit for the multivariable iteration. In practice, this means that for a sin

gle variable iteration, all variables are modified, but only those variables which have nonzero

entries for increases are actually changed. However, for a multivariableiteration, the variable that

is modifiedis indicated in the multi_variable command. This structurerequires the user to exer

cise care in specifyinghow parameters change sincemultiple parameters can be modified during

each iteration of the single variable analysis. This may lead to confusing results.

Once the tool, mask geometry, and design task are specifiedin the command and geometry

files, MASC can be run. If the command file is saved in "command" and the geometry file is

savedin "geometry", the analysis is executedby typing, "masc command geometry".The parser

will send its interpretation of the inputcommands to standard outputand then begin the iteration

loops. Once the SPLATruns are complete, the measurements made by MASC are written to disk.

For a singlevariableanalysis, any measurement requested by plot is written to a separatefile. If

severalcut lines are specified, then the information is savedfor everyone. Thesefiles are savedin

a format suitable for plotting by Drawplot.[13] The results from a multivariable iteration are writ-
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ten to a single file using the objective function specifiedby the weight_function commands. This

file is plotted with Contour.[13]

2.4 Implementation View

The code for MASC implements the blocks of Fig. 2.1 in modules which are called from

within a main process loop. The nine basic modules are: 1) the parser, 2) run SPLAT, 3) ID data

extraction algorithms, 4) 2D algorithm - slope,5) 2D algorithm - intersection, 6) depth of focus,

calculation, 7) maskandprojection printermodification, 8) singlevariable plots, and 9) multivari

ableplots. Thecommunication of the tasks andmeasurements between thesemodules takes place

through external variables. Consequendy, additional image analysis code should follow thiscon

vention.The new code can be createdas a separate moduleor incorporatedinto the existing mod

ules. However, theplotting andparsermodules mustbe modified to incorporate the additional

commands necessary to implement new functions or measurements.

After theparser initializes thedata structures with the tool, mask geometry, anddesign task

information, themain process loop calls modules two through seven for thenumber of iterations

specified in the command file. The run SPLAT module first writes a SPLAT input file tothe direc

tory, and then it makes a system call toSPLAT. The SPLAT output iswritten to the directory for

post-processing by the extraction and depth offocus modules. The mask and projection printer

parameters are modified inmodule seven. When the iterations are complete, modules eight and

nine output the results.

MASC consists of 5000+ lines of C code written for the unix operating system. In addition

to the program itself, SPLAT Version 4.0 and Contour Version 3.0 are required for its operation.

The single variable iteration results are written tofiles that can be plotted with Drawplot Version

2.2 while the multivariable iteration results are written to a file that is plotted with Contour. Tenta

tiveinterfaces exist to PROSE through Caltech Intermediate Form(CIF).[12] This interface will

be made more robust in the future.
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Chapter 3

Analysis Examples

By combining the iteration schemes, the ID or 2D data extraction, and the mask orprojec

tion printer variables, which were discussed inChapter 2,it is possible tocreate awide variety of

analysis methods through which MASC can contribute tothe understanding of layout images. The

examples which follow concentrate onthe issues of phase-shift mask design. In sections 3.1 to

3.4,the analysis methods combine the single variable iteration scheme, ID data extraction, and

mask and projection printer variables. In particular, theLevenson type of phase-shift mask

appears to bevery promising, so finding basic design rules for its application to irregular mask

patterns is the focus of the first four examples. First, theshrink and bloat concept for printing both

isolatedand arrayed features is considered. Second, avarietyof dark field mask patterns that

wouldappear on typical VLSI masks are analyzed. Third, phase transitions, vital for clear field

masks, areexamined. Fourth, a new style for producing contactchains is introduced and com

pared to othermethods. In the final example, section 3.5, the analysis method combines the multi-

variable iteration scheme and the 2D dataextraction options to analyze a phase-shifted DRAM for

enhanced printability. Together these studies give anoverall idea of how MASC works as well as

indicating some general means for applying phase-shifting to masks.

3.1 The Shrink and Bloat

A possible method for designing phase-shift masks is to shrink the mask and then bloat the

open areas.The shrink and bloat idea takes advantage of the intrinsic value of phase-shifting,

which is its ability to resolve objects spacedclosely together if they areofopposite phase. Fig. 3.1

shows the mask chosen to study the effect. It contains an isolated space and an array of spaces.

Both must print acceptably on a given mask since random logic chips require isolated spaces and

closely spaces features. Fig. 3.1 also gives an example of what it means to apply the shrink and

bloatoperation to a mask. Essentially, we take the original mask, shrink it by a giverffactor as
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shown in (b) and then bloat all the clear regions as in (c). This bloat step effectively increases the

light intensity through the clearareas at the expense of eliminatingsome of the darkregion

between the light areas. In theory, allowingincreased light through the clear areas results in

improved printability since peak intensity can be maintained even when features areclose

together.

Mask Shrinking and Bloating

Original Mask

(a)

Shrunken Mask

(b)

Bloated Mask

(c)

Figure 3.1 Mask pattern for studying isolated spaces and arrays of spaces, (a)
Theoriginal mask consists of an isolated space as well as arrays of spaces, (b)
The shrunkenversionof the original mask, (c)The samemask with all the clear
areas bloated to increase the light intensity.

In orderto further demonstrate the conceptof shrinking andbloating, we made a design

graph of an isolated space inorder topick aminimum spacewidth that can betolerated by the pro

cess. Assuming 80% of clear field intensity is necessary for printing, we choose aminimum

spacewidth of 0.56 X/NA for o equals 0.5 and 0.53 X/NA for c equals 0.3 as shown in Fig. 3.2 on

the nextpage. For these open areas widths, wethen produce design graphs to see how the charac-
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Maximum Intensity for Isolated Space
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Figure 3.2 Design graph of the maximum inten
sity through an open area on the mask of varying
width.

teristics of an isolated space change when the spaceis broughtcloser to other open areas. Fig. 3.3

and 3.4 exhibit the resulting design graphs for the cases where a equals 0.5 and 0.3 respectively.

Both of these design graphs show that even for pitches of only 0.8 X/NA, which corresponds to a

0.56 or 0.53 X/NA open area and a 0.24 or 0.27 X/NA dark region on the mask, the intensity and

contrast are as good as those for the isolated case. In effect, the resulting mask could be obtained

by shrinking it overall by one-half and then bloating the light areas by 0.16 or 0.13 X/NA.

The problem, of course, is that the light to dark area ratio varies considerably when one

compares the arrayed case to the isolated case. For example, the light region varies 15% over a .

pitch of 1.6 X/NA to 0.8 X/NA, but the dark area variation is tremendous. Depending on whether

positive or negative resist is used, these variations have a different significance. For example, in

negative resist, the line of resist variation would be only 15%, and this might be acceptable for

many areas of the chip. However, there would be a large variation in the space between lines

which could cause problems. For the case of positive resist, the difficulty is reversed. The space

between the line of resist has only a 15% variation, but the linewidth variation is large. If the line-
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Intensity, Contrast, Space and Line Width, c=0.3
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Figure 3.3 Intensity, contrast, space and linewidth
for an open area widthof 0.56 X/NA when placed in
an array of similar sized spaces. The pitch has been
changed resulting in higher packing density for the
spaces.

Intensity, Contrast, Space and Line Width, g=0.3
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Figure3.4 Design graph of intensity, contrast, space
and linewidthfor a spacewidth of 0.53 X/NA.
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width variation is important in certain areas of achip, those regions would have tobedesigned

more carefully and theshrink and bloat method must beapplied more judiciously. However, for

the majority of cases, the most important criterion for production is the need for continuous lines,

which is not a problem.

3.2 Irregular Dark Field Mask Patterns

In addition to shrinking and bloating, we examine several types of typical patterns found on

VLSI masks. Fig. 3.5 shows the masks simulated to determine how different patterns respond to

scaling. The outline through themasks indicate the four cases: "space", "contact", "elbow", and

"end". Fig. 3.6 is the design graph for this analysis; it is a plotof the minimum intensity andworst

casecontrast for a minimum spacewidth varied from 0.8 X/NA to 0.3 X/NA. The line with open

squares shows the "space" mask without phase-shifting as a reference.The lines with shadedand

dark squares aresimulations from the "contact" and"spaces" masks with phase-shiftingwhile the

lines with open and shaded diamonds areresults from the simulation of the "end" and "elbow"

masks. As one can easily see from the design graph, the other simulated masks never behave

worse than the "spaces" case. If we take the spaces mask as the worst case reference, this means

that for these irregular patterns, phase-shifting can be applied without developing new design

rules for each layout.

There are also interesting variations of the basic design rules used to pack certain features

tighter with phase-shifting. One such case is the foreshorteningof an end near a phase-shifted fea

ture. Fig. 3.7 shows the foreshortening for the normal and phase-shift cases. The normal case

shows more shortening than the phase-shift case. One can determine the minimum size for the

feature if the amount of linewidth variation that can be tolerated by the process is known. For

example, for 20% line variation, the normal case can be shrunk to 0.5 X/NA while the phase-shift

mask can be 0.43 X/NA
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Dark Field Masks for Design Rules
Spaces Contact
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Figure3.5 These dark field masks are used as examples for determining scal
ing and design rules. The four mask types represented here are: spaces, contact,
elbow, and end.
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Figure3.6 Design graph of contrast and minimum intensity
for the dark field masks in Figure 3.5. The measurements
were made through the cut lines indicated on that figure.
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Design Graph of Percent of Foreshortening for End
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Figure 3.7 Design graph for the end mask. The effect shown here is the end fore
shortening caused by shrinking the mask. The percentage of foreshortening is calcu
lated by finding delta, the amount of foreshortening, and dividing by the current
spacewidth.

3.3 Phase Transitions

A more difficult family of patterns occurs on clear field masks where phase transitions must

be considered. In order to see how phase transitions behave during scaling, we look at 90 degree

and 60-120 degree transitions for a variety of open area widths and phase transitions lengths. Fig.

3.8 presents the mask used to analyze the 90 degree phase transition lengths and shows the design

graph. Interestingly, an optimum transition length of 0.6 X/NA produces the least decrease in

intensity regardless of the open area width. Fig. 3.9 demonstrates similar results for the 60-120

degree phase transition. Note, however, that each phase section requires a transition length of 0.6

X/NA to achieve the minimum loss of intensity; this leads to a total transition length of 1.2 X/NA

for the 60-120 case.
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Minimum Intensity due to 90 Phase Transition
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Figure 3.8 Designgraph of minimum intensity in an openarea resulting from a 90
degree phase transition. The minimum intensity is calculated for a variety of open
area widths where the transition length is the length of the 90 degree section. At
approximately 0.6 X/NA, the minimum intensity is greatest.
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Figure 3.9 Design graph of minimum intensity in anopen area resulting from a 60-
120 degree phase transition. The minimum intensity is calculated for a variety of open
area widths. At a step transition lengthof 0.6 VNA, the minimum intensity is at its
greatest value. This corresponds to a full transition length of 1.2VNA.
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3.4 Arrayed Contacts

Printing arrayed contacts with phase-shifting can berather difficult, especially attheend of

contact chains. In order to examine this problem, we compare Levenson contacts to aMerged

Outrigger Alternating Contact String (MOACS). Thecomparison between these two arrays of

contacts is based on intensity slope since analyses of several variables concerning the printability

of contacts provides evidence thatintensity slope has themost significant change for scaled con

tacts.

The masks for the Levenson contact chain are shown in Fig. 3.10. This figure also indicates

how the original contacts arechanged during the analysis. The shrink operationresults in an over

all scaling of the contact size and corresponding pitch. The bloated contacts start the shrink pro

cess with wider open areas and less space between contacts. Thus, at the end of the shrink, the

contacts are larger than before, but they are spaced at the same pitch. The actual study uses three

shrink and bloat cases. The initial contact size was 0.8 X/NA, 1.0 X/NA, and 1.2 X/NA. Fig. 3.11

indicates a similar set of masks for a MOACS. In this pattern, non-printing phase bands are added

around the contact array.

Since the worst behavior occurs for the contact at the end of the chain, the slope of that con

tact is considered in detail. Fig. 3.12 and 3.13 show how the slope behaves for the two types of

contacts. Although the design graph for the worst case contrast is not shown, the change in con

trastbetween the 0.8 X/NA contact and the 1.2 X/NA contact is not as significantas the changein

intensity slope. The intensity slope degrades considerably for the 0.8 X/NA contacts but improves

dramatically for the 1.0 X/NA contactsand the 1.2 X/NA contacts. Basically, about 80% of the

improvement is achieved simply by bloating the contacts since the contrast decays only slighdy

while the slope shows a marked increase.

Although the improvement using Levenson contacts is notable, a MOACS pattern achieves

better defocus tolerance. Fig. 3.14 shows the results of a defocus analysis of Levenson contacts

for different a. The slope of the 0.8 X/NA isolated contact is shown for reference. The results

demonstrate that defocus of 1.5 R.U. degrades the intensity slope for the Levenson case. How-
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Levenson Contacts

Original Contacts

After Shrink

Bloated Contacts

After Shrink

•*•'••.•.'.'.•.'.'

cutlines

Figure 3.10 Mask pattern for Levenson contacts. The two
cases shown here are the original and scaled contacts and
bloated and scaled ones. The actual design graphs are gen
erated using two different bloated contact sizes.

ever, the intensity slope of a MOACS, as shown in Fig. 3.15, can be as large as the intensity slope

of the isolated contact even with defocus. Thus, the MOACS method shows improved intensity

slope for defocus. It also has better contrast than the Levenson approach. This indicates that

arrayedcontacts can easily be printed on a 1.2 X/NA pitch even with severe defocus.[10]
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Merged Outrigger Alternating Contact String (MOACS)
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Figure 3.11 Mask pattern for a MOACS. The two cases shown
here are the original and scaled contacts and the bloated and scaled
ones. The actual design graphs are generated using two different
bloated contacts.
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End Contact Slope for Levenson Contacts
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Figure 3.12 Designgraphof the intensity slope for the
left-most contact in the Levenson contact chain. Two
different bloat factors are utilized in the simulations.
The intensity slopefor an isolated0.8 X/NA contact is
shown for reference.

End Contact Slope for MOACS Contacts
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Figure 3.13 Design graph of theintensity slope for
the left-most contact in the MOACS. Again the 0.8 X/
NA contact is shown for reference.
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End Contact Slope for Levenson Contacts with Size= 1.2 X/NA
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Figwe 3.7-4 Design graph of the intensity slope for the
1.2 X/NA bloated Levenson case for two value of o and
two defocus values. The slope degrades significandy
with defocus and a has little effect on restoring the
intensity slope.

End Contact Slope for MOACS, Size = 1.2 X/NA
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Figure 3.15 Design graph of the intensity slope for the 1.2
X/NA bloated MOACS for two values of a and two focus
values. The intensity slope is larger than the slope of the iso
lated 0.8 X/NA contact when o is equal to 0.3.
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3.5 DRAM

Due to their periodic structure, DRAMs may benefit enormously from phase-shifting. How

ever, certainissues arisewhich may causeproblems. To investigate these difficulties andillustrate

the 2D data extraction capabilities andmultivariable iteration schemes available with MASC, the

phase-shifted DRAM in Fig. 3.16is investigated. The first problem with this DRAM maskis that

as thetrench layer is misaligned withrespect to thepolylayer, the transistor gate, whichis formed

by the intersection of the bottom Poly layer with thetrench mask, is subject to change in mini

mum width. Fig. 3.17 shows thatthe linewidth extracted using the 0.3 intensitycontour from the

image of the polyand trench levels is less sensitive tomisalignment than mightbe predicted from

the overlap of themask geometries themselves. A second problem inherent in thisDRAM layout

is thatthe intensity slope on the loweredge of the Poly gate is not adjacent to a feature of the

opposite phase, and, consequendy, it mayvary more than desired. Thus, amultivariable modifica

tionof the Polymask is examined to improve thelinewidth control of the lowerPolyline. Since

the upper Poly linewidth is notcritical in this region, its bottom edge can be bloated as one vari

able. The space around thecontact allows room for a0 phase non-printing band, and its separation

from the gate is taken as another variable. Fig. 3.18. shows that the average slope on the0.3con

tour in the gate region is improved by bloating the passing Poly linewidth by about 0.2X/NA and

by locating the phase band ata separation of 0.3 X/NA. Theresulting maskis in Fig. 3.19.
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Line Width Analysis Box
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Figure 3.16 Simplified DRAM mask. The bottom poly layer forms the gate for this
cell. The linewidth of the poly lines is 0.5 X/NA. The contact is not shown.
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Figure 3.17 Design graph ofminimum linewidth of the poly gate as the trench is
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Figure 3.18 Contour graph of average intensity slope on both top and bottom edges of
the poly gate as the phase band is moved and the top poly line is bloated.
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Modified DRAM Layout
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Figure 3.19 Layout of DRAM with top Poly line bloated by0.2A/NA andphase
band located 0.3 A/NA from the edge of the lower Poly line. The non-printing
band is 0 phase so it is the opposite phaseof the bottom Poly line.
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Chapter 4

Spatial Filtering

4.1 Implementation of Spatial Filtering in SPLAT

In order to implement spatial filtering atthelens pupil, it is necessary to delve intothe fun

damental equations usedto implement SPLAT (Simulation of Projection Lens Aberrations via

TCCs). The basicconceptbehind SPLAT arises from Hopkin's theory of partially coherent imag

ing.Hopkin's theory usestransmission cross-coefficients (TCCs) to calculate the image intensity.

Physically, the TCCs model the interaction of the diffractedordersdue to the partially coherent

natureof the illumination source. According to Hopkin's theory, the four-fold integral ofEquation

1 specifies the intensity of light in the image plane; the Fourier transform of the mask transmit-

tance is given by F(f,g) where f and g are spatial frequencies. The equation sums the contributions

from every pair of spatial frequencies (f',g'), (f\g") of the object. The resulting intensity, I(x,y),

is the intensity in the image plane with coordinates (x,y).[5][14]

Kx,y) =JJJJrcccr.^A^cr.*^^^^ <EQt)

The key to evaluating this 4-fold integral is to evaluate the TCC. The TCC is defined in

Equation 2 below.The J0(f,g) function is the mutual intensity of the light incident on the object

while K(f,g) is the pupil function of the lens.

TCC (f\ g\f\ g") = jjj0 (/, g) K(f+f, g+g')K° </+/", g+g") dfdg (EQ 2)

The TCC has a simple graphical interpretation; for every pair of spatial frequencies (f',g')

and (f\g"), the TCC is the areaof the overlapping circles shown in Fig. 4.1. J0(f,g) is the cone of

illumination, and for kohler illumination, it is a circle whose radius is proportional to the partial

coherence. Typically, the pupil function is a clear circular aperture. However, to model aberrations

in the lens, a phase factor can be included in the transmission function. In addition, to model spa-
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tial filtering at the pupil, a transmission function can also be added. Equation 3 is the new form for

a pupil function which models both these effects. T(f,g) models the spatial filter while the phase

factor in the exponent models the lens aberrations.

-i^*if,g)
K(f,8) =T(fyg)e (EQ3)

When K(f,g) is introduced into Equation 2, we obtain an integralthat is a function of the

mutual intensity, the spatial filter, andthe aberrations. If these unknowns are specified properly,

the integral canbe evaluated numerically. SPLATusesa two dimensional adaptive quadrature

method.[5]
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X!
<

2ic

TCC(f\g'J",g") =J0jJT(f+f',g+g')e x T<>(f+r,g +g")e^•W..*.') (EQ4)

Graphical Interpretation of TCC Calculation

/K*(f+f\g+g") 1
=3\ K(f+f',g+g')]

Jottg)

F-AXIS

Figure4.1 The contribution to the TCC integral for every pairof spatial frequencies
can be determined by integrating over the area of the three overlapping circles shown
here. [5]
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4.2 The Hitachi Spatial Filter

Although a wide variety of spatial filters can easily be added to SPLAT, the filter suggested

by Fukuda, Terasawa, andOkazaki atHitachi Central Research Laboratory, has beenexamined

because preliminary results showthat it offers an exceptional increase in the depth of focus for

both contactsandarbitrary features. [3] In addition, through the adjustmentof two parameters, the

filter offers acertain amountof flexibility. Through simulations the designercanextractvalues for

these parameters in order to trade-off image characteristics to achieve acceptable stepper perfor

mance.

The Hitachi Spatial Filter function arises from the superposition of two images along the

axis of light propagation. As discussed by Fukuda, the inclusion of Equation 5 in the standard

T(r) = cos .(2rcpr2 - -,) <EQ 5>

equation for the amplitude distribution is mathematically identical to the amplitude distribution

resulting from the sum of two images separatedin the z-direction by 20. Thus, this filter function

emulates two images; one image has a focus located at +p and the other at ~p. The image is

remarkably constant throughout the space between the two focal planes, resulting in a large depth

of focus.

Obviously, this function has two parameters: p and 0. One would expect that a relationship

must exist between P and 6 such that a particular value of p has one or more optimum values of 0.

In addition, the relationship changes depending on the mask features. For contacts, the key con

cept is that the positive maximum of the pupil function must be at a radius of about 0.7. This set

ting maximally transmits the diffracted orders associatedwith the contact and rejects the other

orders. Therefore, by setting the argument of the cosine equal to 0, we obtain Equation 6. Solving
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for 0 as a function of p we next obtainEquation 7 wherer is chosen equal to 0.7 as discussed

0 = 2rcP (EQ 7)

above. Plots of several filter functions in which this relationship holds are shown in Fig. 4.2.

Using Equation 7, it is possible to plot a variety of design graphs with MASC which demon

stratehow the image characteristics change for different values of p. Fig. 4.3 indicates how the

intensity of the central lobe and sidelobe of acontact change with increasing p. Forreference, the

figure also shows how the clear field intensity changes with p. Fig. 4.4 is a plot of the inverse of

the clear field intensity. This graph, thus, indicates the throughputpenalty for utilizing a spatial fil

ter. Of course, the throughput penaltycanbe eliminated simply by increasing the intensity of the

illumination. Finally, Fig. 4.5 is a the plotof the depth of focus versus p. The depth of focus is

determined by finding the focus level forwhich the intensityof the central lobe of the contact is

reduced by 10%.

Ideally, onecoulduse the design graphs in Fig. 4.3,4.4, and 4.5 to choose p such thatsuffi

cient depth of focus is obtained while not allowingthe side lobe intensity to become too large or

the central lobe intensity to become too small. For example, if a depth of focus of 1.0 um is

needed, Fig 4.5 can be used to find that p equals0.52. Then, from Fig 4.3, the intensity of the cen

tral lobe is 0.2 while the intensity of the side lobe is 0.02. Also, the clear field intensity is 0.11.

From Fig 4.4, the throughput hit is 7.5; thus, to achieve the same throughput after the addition of

the spatial filter, the illumination sourcemust be 7.5 times as intense. In general a 25% improve

ment in focus requires at least a factor of 5 reduction in the clear field intensity, and a 100%

improvement requires a factor of 10 reduction.
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Plots of Hitachi Spatial Filter Functions

P = O.2,0 = 72 p = 0.4,0 = 144

0,95 •

0.85-

p = 0.6,0 = 216 P = 0.8,0 = 288

-0.2-

Figure 42 Plots of the Hitachi Spatial Function for a variety of Pvalues which obey the
relationship in Equation 7. 0 is in degrees.
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Intensity vs. Beta
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Figure 43 Designgraphof thecentral contact lobeand side lobe intensities
of a contact and the clear field intensity versus p.
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Figure4.4 Design graph of the inverse of the clear field intensity ver
sus p. The intent of the graph is to show the throughput hit resulting
from the use of a spatial filter.
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Depth of Focus vs. Beta

Beta

Figure 43 Depth of focus versus p. The depthof focus is determinedby
finding the focus level for which the intensityof the central lobe of the
contact is reduced by 10%.
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Conclusion

A computer aided design tool, Mask Analysis System by Computer (MASC), has been

developed to automatically generate design graphs of user specified image quality measurements

over one-dimensional cut lines and two-dimensional mask areas as a function of both optical sys

tem and mask layout variables. MASC is intended to serve as a tool to assist layout designers in

determining design rules for phase-shift masks and in examining the printability of mask levels or

combinations of mask levels. In addition, SPLAT has been extended to include lens filtering

effects, and MASC is used to investigate the effects of spatial filters on mask features.

By developing a flexible tool in which single and multivariable iteration methods can be

used with ID or 2D data extraction and mask or projection system variables, a wide variety of

analyses can be performed. We utilized MASC to investigate phase-shift masks and spatial filters.

The single variable iteration method, ID data extraction, and mask and projection system vari

ables allowed us to examine a variety of features to determine design rules for phase-shifting. The

multivariable analysis and 2D data extraction were useful for examining the misalignment prob

lem and linewidth control of a DRAM. In addition, we examined how parameters of the Hitachi

spatial filter affect contacts.

More specifically, in investigating technology issues, we demonstrate that isolated features

and arrays of features can be printed on the same mask by correct application of shrink and bloat

operations. Also, typical mask features can be scaled using phase-shifting without applying spe

cial design rules to each particularpattern.By running the system with a variety of phase transi

tions, we also determine that a transition length of 0.6 A/NA is an optimum distance for 90 and

60-120 degree phase transitions. Bloated Levenson contacts can be used to produce closely

spaced contact chains, but to achieve the best defocus tolerance for the contacts, we introduce the

Merged Outrigger Alternating Contact String (MOACS) with non-printing alternating phase

bands. The DRAM layout we studied is not as sensitive to alignment as might be expected by

examination of the actualmask, and the linewidth control of the DRAM can be improved by

bloating the top Poly line by 0.2 A/NA andby adding a phase band0.3 A/NA from the lower edge
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of bottomPolyline. The relationship between the two parameters of theHitachi spatial filter was

postulated tobe6=2rcp. By using this relation for the filter, we found that to get more than a25%

improvement in the focus requires at least a factor of 5 reduction in the clear field intensity while

a 100% improvement requires a factor of 10 reduction.

Although the currentversion of MASC offers many features, severalimprovements are

needed. A closer tie to the PROSE Technology CAD environment is desirableto facilitate the

generation of masks forMASC since PROSE can better address global maskissues. In addition, a

graphical user interfaceconnectedto PROSE, which provides layout editing facilities, could

make MASC much easier to use. Of course, more image quality measurements, which better

describe how the image will print in resist, can be added as they are suggested by other research

ers. Finally, SPLAT can be extended to include other non-conventional lithography techniques

such as modifications of the cone of illumination.
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Appendix A

MASC User's Guide

SYNOPSIS

masc [command file] [geometry file]

DESCRIPTION

MASC (Mask Analysis System byComputer) is a Cprogram which has been developed toauto
matically generate design graphs ofuser specified image quality measurements over one-dimen
sional cut lines and two-dimensional mask areas as a function of both optical system and mask
layout variables. It is intended to assist layout designers indetermining design rules for phase-
shift masks and inexamining the printability ofmask levels orcombinations of mask levels.

MASC executes an analysis based on the commands in theinput files andwrites theuser
requested results todisk The input files are expected to be inthe current directory and the output
are written there as well. The analysis performed by MASC can use a single or multivariable iter
ation scheme, ID or 2Ddata extraction, and modification of a variety of mask and projection sys
tem variables. Basically, MASC reads the user input files, runs SPLAT, executes the ID and 2D
data extraction algorithms, and modifies the mask orprojection system. The iterations continue
for thenumber of times requested bytheuser. After the iterations, theprogram writes the
extracted results to disk.The results fromthe single variable analysis are written to files that can
be plotted with drawplot. The multivariable results are infiles which are plotted by contour. The
user isencouraged tomodify orcombine the output files togenerate more meaningful graphs.

To execute the above options, the user must specify commands for three basic units: the tool, the
mask geometry, and the design tasks. The command file contains the commands used for the tool
and the design tasks while the geometry file contains commands fordescribing the mask geome
try. The tool unit commands set up the projection printer variables and indicate how to modify
them after each iteration. Themask geometry unit uses the commands, area, B, andT toestablish
the geometry. These commands are placed inthe geometry file. However, the shrink_factor and
cifjscale commands are placed in the command file. The design task unit incorporates the com
mands necessary to specify a single ormultivariable analysis, IDor2D data extraction, and plot
ting. The commands in the following list are organized according to these units, butthe user
should be aware that the inputis free format so thecommands can be listedin any order.
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COMMANDS

Command lines begin with a keyword, continue with a listofvariables, and end with a semicolon
";". Occasionally, separator words appear in a command line to separate lists of variables. These
words must betyped inasshown or the program will not run asintended. The commands are in
bold type, thevariables are in italics, andtheseparator words arein normal type.

TOOL UNIT

Projection Printer Commands

lambda wavelength increment,
lambda sets the wavelength, in micrometers, of the light used to illuminate the mask. The
second variable, increment, sets the amount that the wavelength is increased after each
iteration.

na numerical_aperture increment;
na sets the numericaljaperture of an imaging lens used in the projection system.
The second variable, increment, sets the amount that the numerical aperture is increased
after each iteration.

sigma partialjcoherence increment,
sigma sets the partial_coherence of the imaging system. The second variable, increment,
sets the amount that the partial coherence is increased after each iteration.

defocus defocus increment,
The image can be calculated at a plane other than the plane of best focus. This distance is
entered by setting defocus to defocus.The defocus increase after each iteration is specified
by increment.

xpyp xpos ypos;

This statement specifies the coordinates of the object relative to the lens axis. The coordi
nates (xpos,ypos) determine how the object is situated (perpendicular, parallel, etc.) rela
tive to the lens axis. For example, (xpos,ypos) = (1,0) means that the mask is situated
parallel to the lens axis. This distinction is important for the proper simulation of aberra
tions.

coma coma increment,
coma specifies the amount of coma in the lens system and incrementspecifies the amount
to increase the coma after each iteration.

astigmatism astigmatismincrement,
astigmatism specifies the amount of astigmatismin the lens system and incrementspeci
fies the amount to increase the astigmatism after each iteration.
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spherical spherical_aberration increment,
spherical specifies the amount of spherical^aberration] in the lens system and increment
specifies the amount to increase the spherical aberration after each iteration.

curvature curvature increment,
curvature specifies the amountof curvature in the lens systemand increment specifies the
amount to increase the curvature after each iteration.

distortion distortion increment,
distortion specifies theamount ofdistortion in thelens system and increment specifies the
amount to increase the distortion after each iteration.

hitachispf beta betajnc theta thetajnc;
hitachispf specifies a hitachi filter of the form:

cos(2rcPr -^)

beta (p) is the distance between the planes ofbest focus and theta (6) is the phase differ
ence between those planes.

MASK GEOMETRY UNIT

Geometry File Commands

area length heightbottomjeft botjc bot_y;
area allows thespecification ofthelength and height of themask which will besimulated.
If the mask is not normalized to bottom left coordinates of (0,0), then the user can specify
botjc, bot_y to properly normalize the mask.

B length height center_x center_y phase phase increment move xjnoveyjnove b_s amount sidel
side2 side3 side4;

B specifies a CIF box along with some additional variables that specifies how the boxes
are modified aftereachiteration. The separator word "phase"allows the specification of
the phase ofeach box and the increment in the phase. The next separator word, "move",
specifies the box movement in the x and ydirection through the variables xjnoveand
yjnove. Finally, "b_s" performs a bloat orshrink operation on each side ofa given box.
Sidel, sidel, side3, side4 indicatethe sideor sidesthat will be bloatedor shrunkby
amount after each iteration. Amount can be anyintegerwhilesidel, sidel, side3, side4 is
specified byputting a number other than 0 for the value. Forexample, if amount = -1 and
sidel- 1 while sidel - side3 = side4 = 0, then after each iteration the left hand side of the
box is move left by 1 CIF unit. Notethat the sides are specified as shown in Fig. A.l.
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B Command Variables

width

Figure A.l. Variables for theB command in theGeometry File.

Txlyl xlylx3 y3 phase phase;
T specifies a SPLAT triangle. This command allows thespecification of triangles in
MASC, but this version does not allow any modification of their parameters.

Command File Mask Geometry Commands

shrinkfactor shrink,
shrinkfactor specifies theshrink thatwill be applied to the maskaftereachiteration.
In other words,all parameters of the maskaremultiplied by shrink after each iteration. By
default, shrink is set to 1.0.

cifscale scaleJdctor,
cif_scale specifies thescaleJdctor which will beused to translate thecoordinates in the
geometry file into values for SPLAT boxes. Usually, the coordinates of the geometry file
are in CIF units so this command scales the CIF units into microns for SPLAT.

DESIGN TASK UNIT

Iteration Schemes

iterations numberjofjuns;
iterations specifies the number of times to execute the main program loop. Data from
each iteration is saved as specified by the plot command. After each iteration of the main
programloop, the variables aboveare increased by their increment. Note that the B com
mand in the geometry file specifies how the mask is modified after each iteration. Also,
default operation modifiesall variables. It is the users responsibility to carefully enter each
increment for the variables.

multi_variable varl paraml varl paraml;
multivariable allows the user to vary two parameters during a single MASC run. The
results are plotted in the contour format. Varl is the first variable while varl is the other
variable. These variables can be any command which is modified by an increment after
each iteration. Table 2 lists all keywords which can be used for varl and varl. For exam-
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pie, one could vary the numerical aperture and partial coherence while extracting the con
trast of the image. The output plot is a contourplot in which the x-axis shows the changing
numerical aperture and the y-axis shows the changing partial coherence. The z-values of
the contour file would be the contrast. Table 2 shows the variables which may be used in
the multi_variable command.

Table 1: Keywords Available for the Multivariable Analysis

sigma na lambda defocus coma

spherical astigmatism curvature distortion beta

theta B

Currently, the only keyword which requires paraml or paraml is B. For this keyword, the
purpose of the parameter is to identify which box is being modified during the desired
analysis. The user simply enters the box number, counting from the last box, of the box
being modified. For all other words, paraml and. paraml should be set to 0.

ID Data Extraction

cutline xiyixfyfmove,xjnove yjnove intensity il iljnc il iljnc i3 i3_inc i4 i4_inc i5 i5_inc;
outline specifies how the cut lines will be drawn through the image. This command has
several options which allow flexibility in specifying how the cut lines are used. All the
variables specified in this command are in CIF units, xi yi xfyfaxz the parameters which
determine the coordinates of the cut line through the image. If the separator word "move"
follows the cut line coordinates, xjnove yjnove specify how the cut line should be moved
after each iteration. If the keyword "intensity" follows the move variables, the user can
specify five locations where the intensity is recorded after each iteration: il, il, i3, i4, i5.
These locations can be modified after each iteration by using non-zero entries for iljnc,
iljnc, i3_inc, i4_inc, iSJnc.

minjspace minimum_spacewidth;
minjspace specifies the minimum_spacewidth. This command is used to properly calcu
late the contrast between features. See new_contrast in the plot command description.

2D Data Extraction

contouranalysis bottomjeftjc bottomJeft.y x_lengthy_length;
contour_analysis tells MASC that an analysisof the intensity slope along a contour is
desired. Effectively, this command directs MASC to tell SPLAT to write a contour data
file which is then analyzed to determine the slope at every point on the contour image.
Then, the slope along the 0.30 intensity threshold of the image is extracted. The results
from this operation can be plotted using the plot command. The results which may be
plotted are: 1) the slope along the slice for each iteration, 2) the maximum slope along a
given slice, 3) the minimum slope along the slice, and 4) the average slope along the slice.
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intersection regjotjeftx reg_bot_left.y xjengthyJength
Iwajbotjeftjc Iwajotjeft.y xJength[yJength cifjde

intersection tells MASCto perform an analysis which extracts the intersection resulting
from theoverlap of twomasklayers. Thefirst fournumbers represent the region analysis
box whichis simply the section of themaskfor which SPLAT will write the contourdata
file.The next four numbers indicate the linewidthanalysis box which allows one to restrict
the intersection to a single line (2 curves). Finally, cifjde tellsMASCthe nameof the sec
ond mask. The result of this analysis will typically be two curves, which allows the pro
gram to calculate a minimum spacewidth for theline. As with thecontour_ana!ysis
command, this commandallows one to plot: 1) the slope along the intersectioncurves,2)
the maximum slope along a given intersection curve, 3) theminimum slope alongthe
intersection curve, 4) the average slope along thecurve, and 5) the minimum spacewidth
between thecurves. Notethat 1)plots n curves, where n is the numberof iterations, while
the other plots are single curves which have n points.

Depth of Focus Calculation

depth_of_focus varparam changeaccuracy;
~depth_of_focus causes MASC to perform acalculation ofthe depth offocus after each

iteration. For var, the user may enter anykeyword from the list of keywordsavailable for
cut line plotting. Param again is usedto indicate theparticularinstance of the variable on
the cut line. Change is usedto tellMASC how much var mustchange for the image to be
consideredout of focus. For example, a 0.1 change means that when the variable changes
fromits original valueby 10%, the image is considered out of focus. Accuracy defines
howclosechange mustbe to theactual change of the variable. The depth of focus calcula
tion always utilizes the last cutline enteredin the commandfile.

Plotting

plot plotjiameparameter x_begin jt_tegw increment increment,
The plot commandallows the user to specify the plots that shouldbe written to the current
directory after all iterations are completed. Plotjiame is one of the allowed keywords
listed in Table 1. MASC records multiplevalues for spacewidth, linewidth, intensity slope,
and log slope,depending upon the numberof times these variablesappear on a cut line.
Thus, the user must specifywhich value to record.Parameter is used to specify this infor
mation. To determine the proper value for parameter, examine a cut line and count the
number of times the given variable would be extracted if the curve is examined from left
to right. Use this numberforparameter. (NOTE: count from 0) After the separatorword
"x_begin", enter the startingvalue on the x_axis for the plot. Again, after the separator
word "increment", specify the x_axis increment for the plot. Usually, you will want incre
mentto reflect the increase in one of the projection system variables or the mask modifica
tion values. The increment value is ignored if the shrinkis not 1.0.
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Table 2: Plotting Keywords

CUT LINE PLOTTING KEYWORDS AND OUTPUT FILES
kevword fi]£
slope10 slopelO.[j].c[k]
slope20 slope20.[j].c[k]
slope30 slope30.[j].c[k]
slope40 slope40.[j].c[k]
slope50 slope50.[j].c[k]
slope60 slope60.[j].c[k]
logslopelO logslopelO.[j].c[k]
logslope20 logslope20.[j].c[k]
logslope30 logslope30.[j].c[k]
logslope40 logslope40.[j].c[k]
logslope50 logslope50.[j].c[k]
logslope60 logslope60.[j].c[k]
spacewidth10 spl0.[j].c[k]
spacewidth20 sp20.[j].c[k] .
spacewidth30 sp30.[j].c[k]
spacewidth40 sp40.[j].c[k]
spacewidth50 sp50.[j].c[k]
spacewidth60 sp60.[j].c[k]
linewidthlO lwl0.[j].c[k]
linewidth20 lw20.[j].c[k]
linewidth30 lw30.[j].c[k]
linewidth40 lw40.[j].c[k]
linewidth50 lw50.[j].c[k]
linewidth60 lw60.[j].c[k]
local_max lmax.[j].c[k]
new_contrast new_cntrst.[j].c[k]
contrast contrast.c[k]

maxl maxint.c[k]
mini minint.c[k]

CONTOUR PLOTTING KEYWORDS AND OUTPUT FILE!

kevword fik
depth_of_focus dof.xO

max_contour_slope max_cntr_slp.cu[j]
min_contour_slope min_cntr_slp.cu[j]
average_contour_slope ave_cntr_slp.cu[j]
slope_along_slice slp_cntr.cu[j]
rninimum_contour_space min_cntr_sp.cu[j]
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Theslope, logslope, spacewidth, andlinewidth arerecorded at the intensity threshold of
0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5, and 0.6. The contrast,maxi, and mini are specified for the entire cut
line. New_contrastis saved at each user specified intensity location, but the result makes
senseonly whenthe user specified intensity is a maximum (or near a maximum) within a
given feature. Thus, the slope, logslope, spacewidth, andlinewidth require the second
variableparameter. The local_max and new_contrast keywords also require parameter to
specify which of the5 intensity locations toplot Tokeep thisplethora of information
under control, these number are indicated in the plot file name as [j]. The information is
automatically recorded foreachcut linethatwas entered and[k]indicates thedifferent cut
lines. The contour plotting keywords request plotssuch as the slopealonga contour, the
rninimum, maximum, and average slopealongthat contour, and the minimumspacewidth
betweentwo curves.These are explained furtherin the intersection and contour_analy-
sis commands. The contourplottingkeywords are slightlydifferentbecausethe [j] in the
filename now indicates the curve number as extracted from the contour program using the
-slice option. Please refer to theexamples for further explanations of this organizational
method.

weight_function varparam weight,
weight_function is used in conjunction with multi_variable to determine thevariable
that will be plotted in the z-direction. For var, the user can choose any of the cut line plot
keywords. As before, param indicates the particular instance of the variable on the cut
line.Finally, weight is the multiplying factor for the variable. For example, if an objective
function involving twovariable is desired, eachwithequalweight, twoweight_function
commands are entered. The weight wouldbe 0.5 for both.Typically, the weights should
add up to 1, but that is not required.

AUTHOR

David M. Newmark

SEE ALSO

SPLAT, drawplot, contour
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Examples

Example 1

The goal of this example is to show a simpleshrink analysis. In the command file, the shrink fac
tor is set to 0.95 which means that all the coordinates aremultiplied by 0.95 after each iteration.
Since the programis run for 11iterations, the total shrinkage is 60%. The ininimum spaceon the
original mask is 0.8 and this is indicatedby min_space. The cut line and geometry information is
in CIF units and they are scaledby 50 to obtainthe nominal units for SPLAT. Two cut lines are
drawn through the mask as shown in Fig. A.2. The variables plotted from these cut lines are the
slope30at two locations, the maximum intensity, andthe spacewidth30. The geometry file gives
the dimensions of the mask and the information about how to move the boxes on the mask after
each iteration.The raw graphs from this run ofMASC are shown in Fig. A.3. The standard output
for this example is attached. Since this output is similar for the remaining examples, it is not
included.

Command File

lambda 0.5;
na0.5;
sigma 0.5;
defocus 0.0;
shrink_factor0.95;
iterations 11;
min_space 0.8;
cif_scale 50;
outline 120 0 120 240 move 0 0 intensity 60 00000000 0;
outline 0 0 0 240 move 0 0 intensity 60 00000000 0;
plot slope30 0 x_begin 0.8;
plot slope30 2 x_begin 0.8;
plot maxi 0 x_begin 0.8;
plot spacewidth30 1 x_begin 0.8;
plot local_max 0 x__begin 0.8;

Geometry File
area 240 240 bottomjeft 0 0;
B 240 40 120 60 phase 180 0 move 0 0 b_s 0 0 0 0 0;
B 80 40 120 180 phase 0 0 move 0 0 bjs 0 0 0 0 0;
B 240 40 120 140 phase 0 0 move 0 0 b_s 0 0 0 0 0;
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Phase-Shift Mask Used in Example 1

80

40 (120, .80)

(120, 140)

240

40

(0,0) ^"cutlinT
^

| "I 0Degree Phase-Shift

180 Degree Phase-Shift

FigureA2. The actual mask along with the dimensions of each box are shown
here. The dimensions shown are the center coordinates and the length and width. In
addition, the cut lines are drawn through the mask as indicated in the command file.
Note that the mask is mirrored along the x and y axes.
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Intensity at Center of Feature
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Figure A3. Raw design graphs generated by MASC. These graphs can be combined in
more interesting ways as described in Chapter 3.
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Example 1: Standard Output

Options: Mask area
Bottom Left = (0.00,0.00)
Width = 240.00

Height = 240.00

Options: Box Added
(All values in CIF units)
x length = 240.00
y length = 40.00
center coordinates = (120.00,60.00)
phase, phase increment = 180.00,0.00
move box in x-direction =0.00

move box in y-direction =0.00
bloat or shrink amount = 0.00

sidel = 0 side2 = 0 side3 = 0 side4 = 0

Options: Box Added
(All values in CDFunits)
x length = 80.00
y length = 40.00
center coordinates = (120.00,180.00)
phase, phase increment = 0.00,0.00
move box in x-direction =0.00

move box in y-direction =0.00
bloat or shrink amount = 0.00

sidel = 0 side2 = 0 side3 = 0 side4 = 0

Options: Box Added
(All values in CIF units)
x length = 240.00
y length =40.00
center coordinates = (120.00,140.00)
phase, phase increment = 0.00,0.00
move box in x-direction =0.00

move box in y-direction =0.00
bloat or shrink amount = 0.00

sidel = 0 side2 = 0 side3 = 0 side4 = 0

Options: Wavelength
lambda =0.500000

lambda_inc =0.000000

Options: Numerical aperature
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na =0.500000

na_increment = 0.000000

Options: Partial coherence
sigma = 0.500000
sigma_incrcment = 0.000000

Options: Defocus
defocus = 0.000000

defocus_inc = 0.000000

Options : Shrink Factor =0.95000

Options : Number of Runs =11

Options : Minimum spacewidth on mask = 0.80

Options : CIF scale factor = 50.00

Options: Outline Added
Coordinates (120.00,0.00) to (120.00,240.00)
Move cutline after each iteration

x-direction = 0.00, y-direction = 0.00
Record intensity at locations 60.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Move each intensity location by 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Options: Cutline Added
Coordinates (0.00,0.00) to (0.00,240.00)
Move cutline after each iteration

x-direction = 0.00, y-direction = 0.00
Record intensity at locations 60.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Move each intensity location by 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Options: Plot Requested
Type of plot: slope30
Parameter = 0

X_axis beginning value = 0.80
Increment for x_axis = 0.00

Options: Plot Requested
Type of plot: slope30
Parameter = 2

X_axis beginning value = 0.80
Increment for x_axis = 0.00

Options: Plot Requested
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Type ofplot: maxi
Parameter = 0

X_axis beginning value =0.80
Increment for x_axis = 0.00

Options: Plot Requested
Type of plot: spacewidth30
Parameter = 1

X_axis beginning value =0.80
Increment for x_axis = 0.00

Options: Plot Requested
Type of plot: new_contrast
Parameter = 0

X_axis beginning value =0.80
Increment for x_axis = 0.00

Options: Plot Requested
Type of plot: local_max
Parameter = 0

X_axis beginning value =0.80
Increment for x_axis = 0.00
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Example 2

This example demonstrates amovement analysis in which an endis movedcloser to a space. The
wavelength, numerical aperture, partial coherence, and defocus are setup as before. The shrink_-
factor is set to 1.0so no shrink analysis takes place. We stillrun 11 iterations. Fig. A.4 shows that
the spacewidth is 40 units and theCIF scale factor is 57 sothenainimum spacewidth is 0.7um or
0.7 A/NA.The specification for themovement which takes place after each iteration is located in
the Geometry file. The lastB command contains avalue for xjnove whichinforms MASC to
move the lowerbox 2 CIFunitsin the y-direction after each iteration. The original data graphs are
presented in Fig. A.5.

Command File

lambda 0.5;
na0.5;
sigma 0.5;
defocus 0.0;
shri nk_factor 1.0;
iterations 10;
minjspace 0.5;
cif_scale 57;
cutline 120 0 120 240 move 0 0 intensity 220 000000000;
plot Iinewidth30 0 x_begin 0.5 increment -0.025;
plot slope30 0 xjbegin 0.5 increment -0.025;
plot new_contrast 0 x_begin 0.5 increment -0.025;

Geometry File
area 240 280 bottomjeft 0 0;
B 240 40 120 220 phase 0 0 move 0 0 b_s 0 0 0 0 0;
B 40 120 120 100 phase 180 0 move 0 2 b_s 0 0 0 0 0;
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Phase-Shift mask used in Example 2

28C

| | 0Degree Phase-Shift

180 Degree Phase-Shift

Figure A.4. The actual mask used in Example 3 along with the dimensions of the
boxes and the cut line.
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Linewidth from End to Space
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FigureA3. Design graphs generated by Example 2. Again these graphs can be com
bined for comparison purposes and put together to yield more interesting result such as
those in Chapter 3.
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Example 3

Example 3 uses MASC to bloat a phase-shift mask. The mask bloated in this example is a simple
array of lines and spaces. The original width of the lines is 0.4 A/NA and they arebloated until the
mask becomes chromeless. This is again accomplished in the B command with the use of the b_s
option. This example utilizes the symmetry about the x and y axes to make a periodic arrayof 0.4
X/NA lines and spaces.The spaces are bloated to create a chromeless array of lines and spaces.
After the bloat, the spaces on the mask are 0.8 A/NA wide. The geometry for this mask is shown
in Fig. A.6. The command file is very similar to Example 1 and 2, but the geometry file utilizes
the b_s option to bloat the spaces. The way this is accomplished is that the right edge of the phase-
shifted box is moved to the right while the left edge of the non-phase-shifted box is moved left.
This movement creates largeropen areas on the mask by sacrificing the open areabetween the
features. The output graphs are shown in Fig. A.7.

Command File

lambda 0.5;
na0.5;
sigma 0.5;
defocus 0.0;
shrink_factor 1.0;
iterations 10;
min_space 0.4;
cif_scale 100;
depth_of_focus contrast 0 0.2 0.001;
cutline 0 50 80 50 move 0 0 intensity 000000000 0;
plot slope30 0 x_begin 0.4 increment 0.04;
plot maxi 0 x_begin 0.4 increment 0.04;
plot spacewidth30 1 x_begin 0.4 increment 0.04;
plot contrast 0 x_begin 0.4 increment 0.04;
plot depth_of_focus 0 x_begin 0.4 increment 0.04;
plot Iinewidth30 0 x_begin 0.4 increment 0.04;

Geometry File
area 80 100 bottomjeft 0 0;
B 20 100 10 50 phase 180 0 move 0 0 b__s 2 0 0 1 0;
B 20 100 70 50 phase 0 0 move 0 0 b_s 2 1 0 0 0;
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Phase-Shift Masks for Bloating Features

Initial Mask
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Final Mask
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Figure A.6. The initial phase-shift mask for Example 3 is shown in (a). After run
ning MASC, the mask would appear as shown in (b).
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Figure A.7. Design graphs fromExample 3. It is interesting to note that the depth of
focus (measured by a contrast change) does not change during bloating of the spaces.
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Example 4

To demonstrate the multivariable analysis method, this example shows how thedepth of focus is
affected by changes in the numerical aperture and wavelength. The maskusedin thisexample is
the same as the one utilized in Example 3 except the CIFscale factor hasbeen changed to 50 so
the lines andspaces are now 0.8 A/NA. The depth of focus is defined asthe pointwherethe con
trast changes by 10%. The main different between this example and Example 3 is the useof the
multi_variable keyword. To utilize thiskeyword, we setan increment value for bothlambda and
na. Then, in the multi_variable keyword, lambda and na are specified as the variables to change.
MASC will change lambda from0.3 to 0.6 whilekeeping naat0.3. It thenmoves na to 0.32,
resets lambdaandrepeats. SPLAT will be run 121 times to obtain the result,not includingthe
SPLAT runs needed to findthe depthof focus. The contour plot resulting from this analysis is
shown in Fig. A.8.

Command File

lambda 0.3 0.03;
na 0.3 0.02;
sigma 0.5;
defocus 0.0;
shrink_factor 1.0;
iterations 11;
min_space 0.6;
cif_scale 67;
depth__ofJocus contrast 0 0.2 0.02;
cutline 0 50 80 50 move 0 0 intensity 000000000 0;
multi_variable lambda 0 na 0;
weight_function depth_pf_focus 0 1;

Geometry File
area 80 100 bottomjeft 0 0;
B 20 100 10 50 phase 180 0 move 0 0 b_s 0 0 0 0 0;
B 20 100 70 50 phase 0 0 move 0 0 b_s 0 0 0 0 0;
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Appendix B

Addendum to SPLAT User's Guide

Additional Input Statement for SPLAT

[Statement] 29 filter # parameter 1 parameter 2

This statement informs SPLAT that a spatial filter should be placed in front of the
lens pupil. Only one filter has been implemented in this version of SPLATso the fil
ter # must be set to 1.0.The two parameters for the Hitachifilterare p and 9. The
Hitachi filterworks by placingtwo distinctimages along the light axis, p is the dis
tance these image reside from the original focal plane. 9 is the phase difference
between the images.

SPLAT EXAMPLE

Example 1: Input File

# Spatial Filter Example using SPLAT
#

# 0.6 XfNA contact opening in opaque mask.
#

Statement 1: Printlevel 3;

Statement 2 : lambda = 0.5 um;

Statement 3 : NA = 0.5;

Statement 4 : Defocus = 0.0 um;

Statement 5 : Sigma = 0.5 um;
Statement 6 : mask = 2.0 um x 2.0 um at 0 transmittance;

Statement 7 : cutout = (0.0,0.0) 0.3 x 0.3 at 1;

Statement 29 : filter = 1.0, beta = 0.65, theta = 4.4;

Statement 10;

Statement 14 : intensity (-2.0,0).. (2,0) 'tmp.xsectO';
Statement 0: end;
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Example1: Line Printer Output

2D optical imaging with aberrations — V3.0
7/2/91 — KT

Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial

t

•

Trial

Trial 29

Trial 10
t

O.I

Print level=

Lambda =

N.A.
Defocus =

Sigma =
Field size =

x size requires
y size requires

0.5000 microns
0.5000
1.5000 microns
0.5000
2.0000 x 2.0000 e 0.0000

10 harmonics.
10 harmonics.

[ 1.5000 Rayleigh Units 1

scale =1.00

Cutout =( 0.0000, O.OQOOM 0.3000, 0.3000) 8 1.0000 < 0.000
Pupil Transmittance of cos(2*pi* 0.65 *r**2 - 4.40/2)
Calculate image Fourier Transform

10: Symmetry : T( fl, gl, f2, g2) =
» 10: T(-fl,-gl,-f2,-g2)
• 10: T( fl,-gl, f2,-g2)
t 10: T(-fl, gl,-f2, g2)
t 10: conjg[T( f2, g2, fl, gl)]
t 10: TCC computation time = 30.76000 sec.
t 10: Imaged with 10 by 10 harmonics
t 10* TCC calls* 1257 zeros* 664

Trial 14: 3-decimarplot line :( -2.000, 0.000)..( 2.000, 0.000)
401 points saved in "tmp.xsectO"

Program execution terminated.
User Time (CPU) = 34.45000 sec. System Time = 0.77000 sec.

Example1: Drawplot output of 'tmp.xsectO'

X-Y LINE PLOT

2

X-AXIS
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